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Abstract

Metabolic Modelling of Differential Drug Response to
Proteasome Inhibitors in Glioblastoma Multiforme

Clara Bernedal Nordström

This project was built upon a previous study (Johansson et al. 
2020) that tested multiple drugs on glioblastoma cell lines and 
found a big division between the drug response for proteasome 
inhibitors. The aim of this project was to try to obtain a better 
insight into the differences between the two drug response 
subgroups’ processes by creating and comparing two genome scale 
metabolic models (GEMs) of the two subgroups. To do this, genome-
scale metabolic models were made for each cell line and later 
merged after its proteasome inhibitor response to obtain two 
general models. After having multiple models for each cell line 
and two general drug response models, comparisons could be made. 
Overall, the differences between cell lines were larger than the 
differences between drug responses, but some differences could 
still be seen. Some differences in the number of reactions in 
subsystems were found between the two general GEMs, where the Urea 
cycle subsystem showed the largest difference between the two 
models. Another difference was in the metabolic activity of the 
models, where the sensitive model passed ten tasks which the 
resistant model could not. The last and the most important 
comparison was essentiality analysis which gave a multitude of 
essential genes but only twelve genes that were unique to the two 
general GEMs. Nine genes for the resistant model and three for the 
sensitive. Out of these genes CYP51A1 and FDFT1, for the resistant 
model, and genes RBP1 and CYP27A1, for the sensitive model, had 
already been in at least one study regarding Glioblastoma or 
Proteasome Inhibitors. Since some of the found genes already seem 
to have been found interesting for PIs or glioblastoma treatment 
the unique genes from the essentiality analysis could be 
interesting to look more into in the future.
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Sammanfattning

Glioblastoma multiforme är en av de vanligaste typerna av hjärncancer och går tyvärr inte att
bota, men det finns läkemedel som kan förlänga livet för drabbade. Bara 6,8 % som
diagnostiseras med glioblastoma har turen att leva upp till fem år. Den studie som detta
projekt bygger på testade en mängd olika mediciner för att se hur cancer reagerar i hopp om
att kunna förbättra behandlingen av glioblastoma (Johansson et al. 2020). Bland alla
mediciner de testade hittade de en grupp mediciner som var särskilt intressanta där
cancer-cellinjernas reaktioner tydligt antingen dog eller var resistenta. En cellinje är en mängd
celler som härstammar från en och samma ursprungscell och som kan dela sig obegränsat, de
är alltså kopior av original cellen, i både detta projekt och den studie som detta byggs på
härstammar varje cellinje från olika patienter med glioblastoma hjärncancer. Detta projekt
utgick ifrån att en möjlig anledning till denna tydliga skillnad på reaktion till medicinen
kanske kan hittas i hur den bryts ned i cellen. För att utforska detta skapades datormodeller
över de olika cellinjerna för att simulera levande celler. Det skapades även två övergripande
modeller efter cellinjernas reaktion på medicinen, dessa två modeller är mer generella än
cellinjernas modeller. Utifrån dessa modeller kunde cellernas metabolism utforskas för att
hitta skillnader mellan de två övergripande modellerna. Vad som hittades var att det var större
skillnad mellan de olika cellinjernas modeller än mellan de två generella. Trots detta kunde
man fortfarande se vill skillnad mellan de två generella modellerna, vilket innebär att det
fanns skillnader mellan de cellinjer som var resistenta mot de känsliga. Tolv gener hittades
som var viktiga för de generella modellernas överlevnad, mer specifikt för att växa. Dessa kan
vara intressanta att forska mer inom. Nio viktiga gener för den generella modellen för
resistenta cellinjer och tre för känsliga hittades. Dessa gener togs fram genom att testa om
modellen fortfarande kan växa om genen togs bort, om cellen inte klarade av det ansågs genen
viktig. De nio generna som hittades för de resistenta cellinjerna skulle möjligen kunna
användas för att stoppa cancern från att växa för de celler där medicinen inte funkar. Men för
detta krävs vidare forskning om generna i förhållande till glioblastoma och medicinen.
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Abbreviations

AUC Area Under Curve

EA Essentiality Analysis

FBA Flux Balance Analysis
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GEM Genome-scale metabolic models
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1 Introduction

Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) is a malignant brain tumour with many genetic anomalies,
but the type of pharmacological consequences they can lead to are partially unknown and the
therapeutic options are few (Johansson et al. 2020). The survival rate for five years is only 6.8
% (Ostrom et al. 2019). The standard treatment for GBM is surgery followed by radiotherapy,
chemotherapy and supportive care (Tan et al. 2020). The reason GBM is so hard to cure is
because of its several resistance mechanisms. Some of the reasons involve the difficulty of
drugs getting through the blood-brain barrier and actions the normal brain takes to stop
tumour-targeting drugs (Noch et al. 2018). Furthermore, the tumour mass is vastly
heterogeneous which makes it hard to find a single drug to combat all the different tumour
cells. GBM also has stem cell-like characteristics which promotes resistance to chemotherapy,
radiation, and immunotherapy.

Gliomas are divided into four groups, with GBM unfortunately being the most aggressive and
common form in humans (Holland 2000). The classification is done by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) where GBM is of grade four (Louis et al. 2016). GBM can in turn also
be divided into three subtypes with differing patterns in their gene expression. These differing
tumour cells are classical, mesenchymal and proneural and is partly the cause of the
heterogeneity of GBM (Stringer et al. 2019).

In the study “A patient-Derived Cell Atlas Informs Precision Targeting of Glioblastoma”
written by Johansson et al. (2020), which this project builds upon, different GBM cell line
responses to different drugs were studied and it was found that GBM have two main
pharmacological subgroups, one that was sensitive to proteasome inhibitors (PI) and one that
was resistant. The goal of this project was to see if the differential response to the PIs could be
explained by a metabolic point-of-view. This was done by constructing metabolic networks
that represent each subgroup and using these as basis for simulations. The modelling
framework employed here is genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs), combined with omics
integration.

This project utilized transcriptomic data generated from patient derived GBM cell lines
acquired from the Human Glioblastoma Cell Culture resource (Xie et al. 2015) at the Dept. of
Immunology, Genetics and Pathology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.

1.1 Proteasome Inhibitors and Cancer

Proteasome inhibitors are drugs that block proteasomes by binding to them reversibly or
irreversibly. Proteasomes are protein complexes that break down proteins which the cell no
longer needs or that are defective in any way. For example, they remove damaged and
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short-lived proteins that the cell uses for regulation that otherwise would accumulate in the
cell and cause cell death or hinder cellular function (Rashid & Niklison-Chirou 2019). As
cancer is cells that grow and multiply faster than their normal counterparts, they are bound to
make more proteins with synthesis errors or oxidative damage. If these damaged proteins are
not removed, they will accumulate and cause the tumour cell to die. This is what happens
when PI are used since they stop the breakdown of the proteins. Another positive part of PIs is
that they increase the tumours sensitivity to radiotherapy while being minimally toxic for
normal cells and they can cross the blood-brain barrier.

1.2 Genome-Scale Metabolic Models

Cancer cells take advantage of metabolism by reprogramming it to grow, especially altering
the genes that encode for enzymes that are part of energy metabolism. Genome-scale
metabolic models (GEMs) are models over the metabolic network of a cell, tissue or even an
organism and utilizes mathematical formulas to simulate the metabolism. To do this it utilizes
the specific Gene-Protein Reactions (GPR) in stoichiometric balance to keep track of what
gene is necessary in each reaction while keeping the mass and energy in mind. Stoichiometric
balance means that all reactions are balanced with the same number of elements on both sides
of the equation. This makes it possible to do flux simulation and analysis at a systems level
(Zhang & Hua 2016). It is also possible to integrate different types of omics-data, such as,
transcriptomics, and proteomics, into a GEM which can give a deeper biological insight. This
way, the model can be made to reflect a certain specific tissue or a diseased state.

To keep track of the stoichiometric coefficient for the metabolic reactions, GEMs use a
stoichiometric matrix where each row corresponds to a metabolite and the columns represent
the different reactions in the network. If a metabolite is created then the coefficient will be
positive, otherwise, if it is negative then the metabolite is used in a reaction. The GPRs are
recorded in another separate binary matrix where the rows correspond to the genes producing
the protein and the columns are the reactions. This matrix will then keep track of if a gene is
associated with a reaction or not. When true, it is represented by a one and if false, with a
zero.

1.3  Human-GEM
Human-GEM (Robinson et al. 2020) is what the name may suggest, a genome-scale
metabolic model for humans and its creation came as a response to multiple efforts to develop
and improve human metabolism GEMs. The aim was to combine two parallel model series,
the Recon (Duarte et al. 2007 p. 1) and the Human Metabolic Reaction (Mardinoglu et al.
2013), to coordinate and improve the approach of human metabolism modeling. By gathering
the collective knowledge from existing GEMs into a single place they wanted to make a
systematically curated resource that accurately represented the underlying biology. By hosting
Human-GEM on GitHub they hoped to create a community driven development with more
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effective communication and reach of revisions, since before, GEMs could stay unchanged
without corrections of errors for very long after publication.

1.4 Flux Balance Analysis

One of the analyses that were done on the GEMs was Essentiality Analysis (EA) which
simulates gene knockout in silico. If removing a specific gene stops the model from doing the
set biological objective function it is seen as an essential gene. The biological function is the
model's goal and can be set to different biological tasks depending on what is being studied.
By looking at the flux it is possible to calculate if a gene is essential or not, this is done by
comparing the flux to a cutoff. If it is below the cutoff the objective is not fulfilled and the
gene is seen as essential. Flux is the flow of metabolites through a reaction. To obtain the flux,
EA uses flux balance analysis (FBA). FBA is an approach used in biochemical networks but
more particularly in GEMs where it uses all the known metabolic reactions in the model and
the genes that encodes the enzymes to calculate the flow of metabolites through the reactions,
the metabolic network. This makes it possible to predict for example the growth rate of an
organism or cell, or the production rate of a specific metabolite.

FBA assumes that the metabolic networks will reach a steady state, each metabolite's
concentration is constant, as in Eq. (1).

(1)𝑑[𝑋
𝑖
]/𝑑𝑡 =  0 ∀ 𝑋

𝑖
 ∈ 𝒳

Where is a set of metabolites, and all possible flux distributions have a𝒳 𝒳 = 𝑋
1
,..., 𝑋

𝑀{ }
bounded solution space, because of the GEMs tracking the metabolite reactions
stoichiometrically. By specifying minimum and maximum fluxes through reactions, the
stoichiometric constraints of the GEM can be additionally restricted. The limited allowed
fluxes make it possible to decide on the reversibility of reactions, use fluxes that are measured
from experiments, and set the supply of nutrients.

First, the derivation of the stoichiometric matrix S is performed. Then the flux distribution, v,
is applied, see Equation (2), that maximizes or minimizes the objective function Z, see
Equation (3). Where is the rate of each reaction in (ℰ is the exchange of matter with𝑣
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Since this project is based on cancer cells, a simplified model to simulate the growth would be
to set the objective function Z to maximize the flux through the biomass exchange reaction.
The maximization or minimization of Z is assumed to be linear, see Equation (4), by trying to
solve it using linear programming. Where vL and vB specifies the upper or lower bound for
each flux of v, and if the lower bound is negative that means flux in a backward reaction is
allowed.

v 0, where vL v vB (4)𝑆 = ≤ ≤

The calculation of FBA and its explanation was from (Damiani et al. 2017) where an even
more thorough explanation can be found.

1.5 Normalization of Data
RNA sequencing produces many reads which represent a part of an RNA molecule in the
sample. Each read is mapped to one of the genes and then counted. The more a gene is being
expressed, the more reads will be present, but the expression level is not the only thing
affecting the number of reads. Resulting in only comparing the raw number of reads is not
optimal. If the count of a gene is to be compared to another gene, the gene length must be
considered, since a larger gene will produce more fragments and therefore more reads. This
way of normalizing is called within sample normalization (Cheplyaka 2016).

When two experiments are being compared one could have more fragments across all genes
and if counts are compared between experiments one could falsely seem to express a gene
more. Because of this, the total amount of reads will have to be considered to obtain the same
proportion across experiments. This is called between sample normalization.

If a gene is to be compared between tissues, there will be genes present exclusively for each
tissue so the total amount of reads will not work since the different genes could have different
lengths. These other genes' lengths will also impact the relative abundance of the gene being
compared across tissues. This type of normalization can be done by transcripts per million
(TPM) and is useful in this project since each cell line is treated as its own tissue.

2 Materials and Methods

The main part of the project was to understand the difference between a PI-resistant or
PI-sensitive tumor and trying to find what genes could be interesting for further study. To do
this, metabolism of two genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs) was compared. The GEMs
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produced for each cell line were also looked at to obtain a deeper understanding of the cell
lines and the difference between them.

2.1 Data

Two different types of data were used for this project, the first were RNAseq data from 23
Glioblastoma cell lines and the second were drug response data for proteasome inhibitors
from the study that this project is built upon (Johansson et al. 2020). The patient derived
GBM cells were acquired from the Human Glioblastoma Cell Culture (HGCC) resource (Xie
et al. 2015) at the Dept. of Immunology, Genetics and Pathology, Uppsala University,
Uppsala, Sweden.

2.2 Software

The normalisation of the RNAseq counts were done in rStudio, R version 4.0.3, which used
the EDASeq package (Risso et al. 2011) from Bioconductor. To use the Human-GEM model
(Robinson et al. 2020) MATLAB (MATLAB 2019), The RAVEN Toolbox (Kerkhoven et al.
2021), The COBRA Toolbox, and a Linear optimization solver were needed. In this project
MATLAB R2019b on Windows 10 together with the COBRA Toolbox version 3.0, and
RAVEN Toolbox version 2.4.2 was used. RAVEN Tolbox’s dependencies were libSBML
MATLAB API version 5.18 (Keating et al. 2019), and the linear optimization solver Gurobi
version 9.1.1 (Gurobi Optimization 2021) with an academic license, which is free.

2.3 TPM Normalization

Since the RNAseq count for all the cell lines were not normalized, that had to be done first in
rStudio. The generic-Human guide (Robinson et al. 2020) utilized transcripts per million
(TPM) normalization which were therefore the chosen normalization method for this project.
TPM normalisation accounts for both gene length and sequencing depth and since the gene
length was not provided, that had to be produced for all genes. The function
getGeneLengthAndGCContent from the EDASeq package was utilized to retrieve the gene
length from Biomart. Then, the Reads Per Kilobase was acquired by dividing the counts by
the gene length and multiplying by thousand, see equation 5.

(5)𝑅𝑃𝐾
𝑖

= 103 ·
𝑛

𝑖

𝑙
𝑖

where is the number of reads mapped to isoform , and is the length of that isoform.𝑛
𝑖

𝑖 𝑙
𝑖

Lastly, the TPM could be calculated from RPK by equation 6.
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(6)𝑇𝑃𝑀
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𝑛
𝑖
/𝑙

𝑖

Σ
𝑗
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/𝑙

𝑗

The calculations for TPM normalization were taken from this site (Cheplyaka 2016) and the R
code can be found in Appendix A.

2.4 Human-GEM and GEM Extraction

There already exists a generic GEM model of Homo sapiens called Human-GEM. The model
was made up of the metabolic reactions that were known to exist in any human cell. This was
what made the model generic and not representative of any specific cell type or tissue. GEM
extraction was applied to make the model more context-specific, by only using a subset of the
likely reactions for that specific cell line. To know what subset of metabolic reactions to
extract, metabolomic-data was utilized to see what metabolic reactions were taking place.
There exist multiple methods to perform GEM extraction but, in this project, the tINIT
algorithm (Agren et al. 2014) was the one utilized. The Human-GEM was loaded into
MATLAB and the threshold set to a value of 1 TPM. The generic Human-GEM model was
utilized as a reference GEM in a “closed form”, which meant that boundary metabolites had
to be added to the model.

Since simulation-based analysis such as FBA, which EA performed, was planned to be
executed later in the project, a metabolic task list was added to the models. This was a list of
tasks that the models had to be able to perform, such as production of biomass (employed
later in EA) or transport of essential amino acids. The list of the essential metabolic tasks was
provided by the Human-GEM. The RAVEN Toolbox function checkTasks was performed to
see if all GEM models could successfully clear all tasks. This was first done on the generic
reference GEM, which was important since if the reference GEM cannot perform all the tasks
neither can the extracted GEMs. With this, the reference GEM was ready for GEM extraction
and tINIT was executed on the reference GEM with each glioblastoma cell line, producing a
GEM for each cell line. After creating the extracted GEMs, henceforth called cell line GEMs,
the checkTasks function was performed on all cell line GEMs to ensure that the extraction
was successful.

2.5 Calculate PI-Response

Only drug responses were available from the original study, so the PI-response had to be
calculated based on that. The first step was to keep the interesting drugs, six PIs, and calculate
the AUC, area under curve, for each cell line and PI. The curve that the AUC was calculated
from was the survivability of a cell line against doses of a particular PI. The bigger the AUC,
the more resistant to the PI the cell line was. The AUC was normalized between 0 and 1 and
with k-means grouped into two groups. The cell lines and their AUC were plotted in a
heatmap to observe if there existed a visible separation of the AUCs. The mean AUC of all
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cell lines and PIs were used to calculate the cut-off. The cell lines that had a mean AUC above
the cut-off were considered PI-resistant, while cell lines below were PI-sensitive.

2.6 Merging GEMs

After acquiring the PI-response, all cell line GEMs were merged into two new general GEMs,
Sensitive GEM and Resistant GEM, depending on their assigned response. The function
utilized to merge the GEMs was provided by the supervisor with some modifications and can
be found in Appendix B. The modifications of the function were removal of the code that
needed fields that this project’s models did not have.

2.7 GEM Comparison

The GEMs were compared both structurally and functionally. These comparisons can only be
performed on GEMs extracted from the same reference GEM, so that the namespace is the
same (such as same gene IDs, reactions, and metabolites).

When comparing the GEMs structures the RAVEN Toolbox already had a function that
compared basic features such as subsystem coverage (families of pathways with a specific
functional role for biological process) or reaction content. These were performed on the two
general GEMs for comparison's sake. After running the comparison, the differences in
subsystem coverage were plotted as a heatmap. In this case, only subsystems with at least 10
% difference were plotted. The low percentage were chosen because the two GEMs were very
similar, which is not surprising since both were models of GBM cell lines and will therefore
be mostly the same. The same thing was also done to all cell line GEMs to obtain an overview
of the GEMs. All cell line GEMs were also plotted as a Hamming similarity (1-Hamming
distance) to visualize the reaction content of the GEMs. The model comparison on all cell line
GEMs produces the GEMs binary reaction vectors, reduced to two as a tSNE projection.
These two last visualisations of the structural difference between GEMs were not possible to
perform on the general GEMs since they would only generate two data points.

The comparison of functions can give a picture of the differences in metabolic activity, but
since the models were created to be able to perform all essential tasks, from the list mentioned
in 2.2 Human-GEM and GEM extraction, a new bigger list of metabolic tasks was utilized.
This list was called matabolicTasks_full and was also provided by the Human-GEM. The
function used for structure comparison was also utilized for function comparison, with the
addition of the metabolic tasks list. The function then returns a matrix over which tasks
passed or not. With this the tasks between the general GEMs could be compared by looking at
the tasks that differed (passed or not). A scatter plot was then utilized to visualize the GEMs
performance on the tasks that differed. The same was done to all cell line GEMs to obtain an
overview once again.
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2.8 Essentiality Analysis

To perform an essentiality analysis on the general GEM a bundle of functions named LTM
code (Logic Transformation of Model) (Zhang et al. 2015) were utilized. The first step was to
extend the GEM by the LTM function. Each reaction had at least one associated gene and this
function made reactions associated with only one gene instead of multiple. But the
Human-GEM model utilized as a reference when doing the GEM extraction was missing a
field which first had to be simulated with random numbers. This field was not necessary for
the function when extending the models, the function only expected it to exist. With the field
added, LTM could be run. The models were then set to maximize flux through a reaction, in
this case the biomas_human reaction, which means maximation of growth. This worked as a
simplification of what a cancer cell does when it uncontrollably divides. Since the newly
extended models had a biomass flux of zero, the only number it should not have, the model
had to be converted to an “open” format. An “open” format means that the model does not
have any boundary (unconstrained) metabolites. Lastly, the EA was run with FastGeneSL
which was designed to carry out genetic synthetic lethality (SL) analysis. The function
returned a list of lethal genes that made the model fail the objective when removed from the
model.

2.9 Bootstrapping

The last thing done was bootstrapping to see if the number of unique genes produced by the
two GEMs were statistically significant. This time, cell line GEMs were randomly assigned
one of two groups and later merged into two GEMs, representing the general GEMs for
PI-response. On these two new GEMs essentiality analysis was done, and the number of
unique essential genes were saved per model. This was repeated 1000 times and since it took
too long to run on a local computer, UPPMAX was utilized together with running the code in
parallel to shorten runtime. The result was a long list of the number of unique genes for each
randomized merged GEM. A p-value was then calculated for the number of unique essential
genes for both PI response GEMs.

3 Results

Two types of analyses were done, GEM comparisons and essentiality analysis. The
essentiality analysis was only done on the two general GEMs, to find genes necessary for
biomass growth for only that GEM. This is the most important analysis of the project with the
hope of finding genes responsible for the PI response for further studying. GEM comparison
gives a better overall view of the GEMs used. GEM comparison was also done to the two
general GEMs but also to the cell line GEMs produced at the start of the project representing
each cell line separately with no regard to PI response.
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3.1 PI-Response

Before any GEMs could be created the PI response for each cell line had to be calculated
since drug responses on all the cell lines were not available from the original study
(Johansson et al. 2020). It was, however, possible to recreate a heatmap, named Figure 2C in
the study, by using the original drug response data acquired from that study. The recreated
heatmap for this project can be seen in Figure 1 below. Two groups could be seen in the
heatmap, one upper darker group and one lower lighter. The two visible groups seen in the
heatmap were the two PI responses, sensitive or resistant, and it showed similar division as
the original study.

Figure 1: Heatmap of all cell lines from the paper by Johanson et al. (2020) over the six PIs,
newly calculated AUC. x-axis is the six PIs, and the y-axis is the cell lines. White is an AUC
of 1 and black 0.

To obtain a cut-off for the PI response, the mean over the six PIs and all cell lines was
calculated to be around 0.19. This cut-off was then used to classify the cell lines PI response,
if the AUC was larger than 0.19, they were classified as resistant and if less, sensitive.

3.2 GEM Comparison

Two types of comparisons were done to the general GEMs, structural and functional, to obtain
a general picture of how the GEMs differed. When doing the structural comparison three
different comparisons were done, subsystems, presence of reactions, and Hamming similarity.
This is visualized in three images shown below, Figures 2-4. The structure comparison for the
PI response models only had one good comparison since it consisted of only two models,
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which in some cases meant only two data points. But one comparison that worked was
subsystem coverage, or the number of reactions in a subsystem. The function doing the
comparison checked the GEMs reactions and returned it as a binary vector, present reaction as
1 and missing as 0, which makes it possible to perform quantitative comparisons. The
PI-sensitive model had around: 30 less Urea cycle reactions, 10 less Protein degradation
reactions, 10 more Glycosphingolipid biosynthesis-lacto and neolacto series reactions, 10
more Linoleate metabolism reactions, and 20 more Heme degradation reactions than the
resistant model, see Figure 2.

Figure 2: Clustergram of the coverage difference in subsystems for the two GEMs:
PI-sensitive and resistant. On the y-axis are the subsystems that differ between the two GEMs
shown, x-axis is the two general GEMs for PI response and the color represents the coverage.

The same thing was done to all cell line GEMs before merging to obtain a better overview.
Much more subsystems that differed were now present, 19 compared to 5, and with a higher
coverage, 100 compared to 30 reactions, see Figure 3. The individual GEMs had different
reaction contents from each other, no matter the PI response.
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Figure 3: Clustergram of the coverage difference in subsystems for all cell line GEMs. On the
y-axis are the subsystems that differ between the GEMs shown and the colour represents the
coverage. The x-axis is the cell line GEMs looked at, where the name of the GEMs is built up
of two parts: the first is the name of the cell line (ensembl ID) and a letter in lowercase
signifying the PI response.

Next is to see the Hamming similarity between each cell line GEMs reactions, where the cell
lines are grouped after the reaction content. No clear grouping of sensitive or resistant GEMs
could be seen, see Figure 4. There was a visible grouping of three GEMs being different from
the rest (U3065GEMs, U3024GEMs and U3233GEMr) but even here, among the three, both
PI responses were present.
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Figure 4: Hamming similarity as a clustergram grouping cell line GEMs against each other.
The name of the GEMs is built up of two parts, the first is the name of the cell line (ensembl
ID) and a letter in lowercase signifying the PI response. The darker the colour the further the
distance between two GEMs and the lighter, the closer.

Lastly, a tSNE projection on the cell line GEMs reaction content was done for another way to
visualize the grouping of GEMs in two dimensions based on the reactions present in each cell
line. The same kind of grouping as in the Hamming similarity could be seen with cell lines
U3065, U3024 and U3233 being very isolated to the rest on the second tSNE dimension, see
Figure 5. cell line U3179 were also separated from the rest but looking at the first tSNE
dimension. Once again, there was no visible separation based on PI response.
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Figure 5: Plot of the cell lines mapped reactions reduced to two dimensions. The name of the
GEMs is built up of two parts, the first is the name of the cell line (ensembl ID) and a letter in
lowercase signifying the PI response. The x-axis is the first tSNE dimension and the y-axis, the
second.

Next were to compare the GEMs functions in hope of getting an insight into how the
metabolic activity differed. This was done by looking at the GEMs ability to perform
metabolic tasks, in this case there was a list of 256 tasks that were different from the essential
tasks that the model was generated with the ability to complete. When running this
comparison, a binary matrix was returned where a 1 represented a passed task and 0 failed.
Out of these tasks the interesting ones were the tasks where the models differed, in other
words the tasks that not all GEMs passed or failed. To summarize the task difference a
scatterplot were made of the models against the tasks that differed, see Figure 6. This showed
that the PI-Sensitive model passed while the PI-Resistant failed the same ten tasks. When
doing the same tasks on all cell line GEMs no clear difference could be seen between the PI
responses and similar to previous tests, more variations between the GEMs were present than
between the PI responses, see Figure 7.
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Figure 6: Scatterplot of the tasks that the models performance differed. A dot means that the
model passed the task.
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Figure 7: Scatterplot of the tasks that not all GEMs passed or failed, where a dot represents a
passed task and the lack of representing a failure. The name of the GEMs is built up of two
parts, the first is the name of the cell line (ensembl ID) and a letter in lowercase signifying the
PI response.

3.3 Essentiality Analysis

The final analysis was essentiality analysis, which was the most important analysis to be done
on the two merged GEM models. When doing the essentiality analysis, a gene is removed
from the model and then checked if the model still can pass the objective function, in this case
if it can still grow. If the model fails to pass this objective with a gene removed, that gene is
deemed to be an essential gene. This was done for all genes in a model which returned a list
of essential genes for each model. The only genes interesting were the ones unique for each
model since it is the difference between the two models that is of importance. Altogether
twelve unique genes were found, nine for the PI-resistant GEM and three for the PI-sensitive,
see Table 1. The unique genes for the PI-resistant were CYP51A1, FDFT1, SQLE, SC5D,
DHCR24, SLC35D1, EBP, NSDHL, and LSS and as for the PI-sensitive, the three genes
RBP1, CYP27A1, and SLC37A4 were found. For gene summary and protein name see
Appendix C. The p-value for the number of genes returned from the PI responses GEMs were
not statistically significant, with a value of 0.53 and 0.33.
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Table 1: Essential genes exclusive to one model, Resistant GEM or Sensitive GEM.

Resistant GEMs genes Sensitive GEMs genes

CYP51A1 RBP1

FDFT1 CYP27A1

SQLE SLC37A4

SC5D

DHCR24

SLC35D1

EBP

NSDHL

LSS

4 Discussion

In this study the differences between PI-resistant and sensitive GBM cells from a metabolic
perspective was examined. This was done by constructing two GEMs representing the two
conditions. Through essentiality analysis 3 essential genes specific for the sensitive cells were
found; RBP1, CYP27A1, and SLC37A4 and nine genes specific for the resistant cells:
CYP51A1, FDFT1, SQLE, SC5D, DHCR24, SLC35D1, EBP, NSDHL, and LSS. Out of these
CYP51A1 and FDFT1 for the resistant GEM and RBP1 and CYP27A1 for the sensitive
already had some studies on them regarding GBM, PI or both which will be discussed below.

The Human Protein Atlas (Thul et al. 2017) gene summary of CYP51A1, essential gene for
the resistant GEM, states that the gene is part of the cytochrome P450 superfamily of enzymes
which catalyse reactions that are part of metabolising drugs. When looking into CYP51A1, a
study discussing the gene together with the PI Bortezomib was found (Park et al. 2017). The
study observed that Bortezomib only partially inhibited the downregulation of CYP51A1.
They further reasoned that when the proteasome is inhibited, other proteolytic pathways must
take over since Bortezomib only partially inhibits CYP51A1. Moreover, the study tested
calpain inhibitors together with the Bortezomib and saw an additive effect which they
suggested could imply both pathways being active in CYP51A1. However, this study was not
done in Glioblastoma cells, but in Huh7 human hepatoma cells which is a cell line of a liver
tumour. Seeing that this gene was important for the resistant model to grow and being part of
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a superfamily that metabolizes drugs, the gene could possibly play a part in the metabolizing
of PIs by using the other pathways speculated to exist in the study. It could be an interesting
gene to further study since it shows that the PI Bortezomib was not fully able to inhibit it and
the gene is linked to metabolizing drugs.

The next gene FDFT1, an essential gene for the resistant model, was also present in a study
on GBM cells (Facchini et al. 2018). The study was built upon the understanding that
alteration in pathways for fatty acid biosynthesis and cholesterol may help resistance to
therapy and biomass synthesis. Hence, phytol and retinol that interfere with those pathways
could be good approaches for treatment. FDFT1 codes for a protein that is part of cholesterol
metabolism and the authors thought, after seeing their results, that the reduction of this gene’s
expression in two of their three cell lines treated with phytol or retinol were worth further
consideration as future strategies against GBM growth. FDFT1 has also been looked at in a
study on ovarian cancer (Nakae et al. 2021). The study found that an FDFT1 inhibitor
suppressed the formation of tumour spheres. Both these studies seem to have found that this
gene is in some way connected to cancer growth and the PI-resistant model too needed it for
growing in biomass, the set objective function, which makes it also a good gene to investigate
possibly further.

These two are the most interesting since they were unique to the model that is resistant to PIs
and could be possible alternatives for hindering cancer growth. Next is the other two genes for
the PI-Sensitive model RBP1 and CYP27A1.

The Human Protein Atlas gene summary of RBP1 states that the protein coded by this gene
transports retinol, which is a vitamin A alcohol (Thul et al. 2017). Vitamin A is necessary for
a multitude of things and one of them is growth. A study looking at hypermethylation on the
RBP1 promoter in gliomas with IDH1/IDH2 mutations found that this gene’s promoter was
hypermethylated in nearly all IDH1/IDH2 mutated gliomas (Chou et al. 2012). This
hypermethylation was associated with a decrease in the protein this gene codes for. The
protein is part of retinoic acid synthesis and the authors reflected upon if the dysregulation of
this retinoic acid metabolism could help the formation of glioma. The study was built upon
the basis that IDH1 were present in low-grade gliomas and high-grade glioblastomas, the
hypothesis that the mutant gliomas have a distinct hypermethylation profile and that this
could be an early event in the development of gliomas. The authors thought that the observed
correlation between RBP1 methylation and the glioma mutation could be used as a biomarker
for IDH mutations. This project did not look at IDH mutations, but it would be interesting to
see more into if the mutation has something to do with the PI sensitivity, since the same gene
is essential for this model's growth and a possible marker for the mutation according to the
study.

Such as the gene CYP51A1 discussed above, CYP27A1 too is part of the P450 superfamily of
enzymes that are involved in drug metabolism. A study linked to GBM where they found that
the gene CYP27A1 promoted rapidly growing GBM tissue and when suppressed, stopped
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(Xin et al. 2018). The authors thought this could be an oncogene, a gene normally part of
normal cell growth and has the potential to cause cancer when mutated. The gene however did
not change migration nor invasion in GBM when silenced or overexpressed. The authors did
however note that this study was done on very few pairs of healthy and GBM tissues, so a
study with a bigger sample size would be good. CYP27A1 was also found in a study linking it
to the PI Carfilzomib, which was one of the PIs used in this project (Federspiel et al. 2016).
They found that the gene’s enzymatic function decreased in presence of the PI, however, they
also stated that the reduction was smaller than the true PI targets. It would be interesting to
see how the decrease in the enzymatic function differs between CYP27A1 and CYP51A1
since both have studies talking of at least a partial inhibition of the genes. Maybe it could be
possible that CYP27A1 is more sensitive to PI seeing as it was an essential gene to the
PI-sensitive model, but this is just speculation and must be further looked into.

Both PI response models have one CYP gene, the Cytochrome P450 superfamily of genes,
each that is essential for that specific model's growth and both being part of the same
superfamily of enzymes that metabolises drugs. Maybe the cancer can use these two genes for
similar things when growing and depending on which gene it uses the PI response will differ.
It could be worth looking more into the difference of these two genes in relation to GBM
growth. The P450 superfamily is also part of synthesising cholesterol and seeing as one of the
studies above talked about alterations in cholesterol pathways could favour biomass synthesis,
they seem even more interesting (Facchini et al. 2018).

Even if the p-value may be statistically insignificant the genes produced in the essentiality
analysis could possibly still be investigated in future works since the p-values only are for the
number of unique genes produced in EA, not the genes themselves. Seeing as four genes were
found in related studies of either glioblastomas or proteasome inhibitors, maybe the rest could
be interesting too.

Even if more differences could be found between cell lines than between the two groups,
Figures 2-7, a small difference could still be found. Maybe these differences in structure and
function could be interesting to investigate in the future. It is not surprising that there are
more differences between cell lines since these are models over whole cells, they are bound to
be different even if they are of the same disease. It was however interesting that some
similarity could be seen between the two general GEMs even if it were small. Maybe these
differences could be interesting in further studies.

Some parts of this paper could be further developed, for example the calculation of PI
resistance. The way done in this project was a simplified division of the drug responses, the
original paper did it more carefully. Mean AUC was only used because of time constraint, in
the beginning it was thought that the PI responses could be obtained from the original study
but that was not part of the supplementary text. A more carefully calculated division of PI
responses could maybe give another result. Another thing was the larger difference between
cell lines U3065, U3024 and U3233 to the rest, maybe removing these cell lines would
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produce different results. It would be interesting to investigate these more to see why they
seemed to be the odd ones out, Figures 4-5.
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Appendix A - TPM normalization in rStudio

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE))
install.packages("BiocManager")
BiocManager::install(version = "3.12")

BiocManager::install("biomaRt")

BiocManager::install("EDASeq")
library (EDASeq)

## ---- load RNAseq counts ----
csv_file <- read.csv2(file="rnaseq_counts.csv", row.names = 1)
counts_all <- as.matrix(csv_file)
ensemble_IDs <- row.names(counts_all)

## ---- tpm normalizing ----
x <- getGeneLengthAndGCContent(ensemble_IDs, "hsa")
leng <- x[, 1]
remove_rows <- which(is.na(leng))
length <- leng[-remove_rows]
counts <- counts_all[-remove_rows,]

rpk <- apply( counts, 2, function(y) y/(length/1000))
tpm <- apply(rpk, 2, function(z) z / sum(as.numeric(z)) * 10^6)

# check that everything sums to 10^6
colSums(tpm)
ret <- write.csv(x=tpm, file="rnaseq_normalized_counts.csv")
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Appendix B - Merging of GEMs

function mergedModel = Cheng_mergeConditionSpecificModels(model1,model2)
% mergedModel = Cheng_mergeConditionSpecificModels(model1,model2)
% model1 will overlap model2 in all cases except for gene associations
% where the union is used

% Got this code by Ida Larsson (Github: idalarsson)
mergedModel.description = 'Merged model';
mergedModel.id = 'Merged model';
mergedModel.annotation = model1.annotation;
mergedModel.rxns = union(model1.rxns,model2.rxns);
mergedModel.genes = union(model1.genes,model2.genes);
mergedModel.mets = union(model1.mets,model2.mets);
mergedModel.S =sparse(length(mergedModel.mets),length(mergedModel.rxns));
[A1,B1] = ismember(mergedModel.mets,model2.mets);
[A2,B2] = ismember(mergedModel.rxns,model2.rxns);
mergedModel.S(A1,A2) = model2.S(B1(A1),B2(A2));
[A1,B1] = ismember(mergedModel.mets,model1.mets);
[A2,B2] = ismember(mergedModel.rxns,model1.rxns);
mergedModel.S(A1,A2) = model1.S(B1(A1),B2(A2));
rxnGeneMat1 = sparse(length(mergedModel.rxns),length(mergedModel.genes));
rxnGeneMat2 = rxnGeneMat1;
[A1,B1] = ismember(mergedModel.rxns,model2.rxns);
[A2,B2] = ismember(mergedModel.genes,model2.genes);
rxnGeneMat1(A1,A2) = model2.rxnGeneMat(B1(A1),B2(A2));
[A1,B1] = ismember(mergedModel.rxns,model1.rxns);
[A2,B2] = ismember(mergedModel.genes,model1.genes);
rxnGeneMat2(A1,A2) = model1.rxnGeneMat(B1(A1),B2(A2));
mergedModel.rxnGeneMat = logical(rxnGeneMat1+rxnGeneMat2);
[A1,B1] = ismember(mergedModel.rxns,model1.rxns);
[A2,B2] = ismember(mergedModel.rxns,model2.rxns);
mergedModel.ub = zeros(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
mergedModel.ub(A2) = model2.ub(B2(A2));
mergedModel.ub(A1) = model1.ub(B1(A1));
mergedModel.lb = zeros(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
mergedModel.lb(A2) = model2.lb(B2(A2));
mergedModel.lb(A1) = model1.lb(B1(A1));

mergedModel.grRules = cell(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
for i = 1:length(mergedModel.grRules)

mergedModel.grRules{i} =
strjoin(mergedModel.genes(mergedModel.rxnGeneMat(i,:)),' or ');
end

% mergedModel.rxnComps = zeros(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
% mergedModel.rxnComps(A2) = model2.rxnComps(B2(A2));
% mergedModel.rxnComps(A1) = model1.rxnComps(B1(A1));
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mergedModel.rxnNames = cell(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
mergedModel.rxnNames(A2) = model2.rxnNames(B2(A2));
mergedModel.rxnNames(A1) = model1.rxnNames(B1(A1));
mergedModel.subSystems = cell(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
mergedModel.subSystems(A2) = model2.subSystems(B2(A2));
mergedModel.subSystems(A1) = model1.subSystems(B1(A1));
mergedModel.eccodes = cell(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
mergedModel.eccodes(A2) = model2.eccodes(B2(A2));
mergedModel.eccodes(A1) = model1.eccodes(B1(A1));
mergedModel.c = zeros(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
mergedModel.c(A2) = model2.c(B2(A2));
mergedModel.c(A1) = model1.c(B1(A1));
mergedModel.rev = zeros(length(mergedModel.rxns),1);
mergedModel.rev(A2) = model2.rev(B2(A2));
mergedModel.rev(A1) = model1.rev(B1(A1));
[A1,B1] = ismember(mergedModel.mets,model1.mets);
[A2,B2] = ismember(mergedModel.mets,model2.mets);

if isfield(model1,'unconstrained')
mergedModel.unconstrained = zeros(length(mergedModel.mets),1);
mergedModel.unconstrained(A2) = model2.unconstrained(B2(A2));
mergedModel.unconstrained(A1) = model1.unconstrained(B1(A1));

end

mergedModel.b = zeros(length(mergedModel.mets),1);
mergedModel.b(A2) = model2.b(B2(A2));
mergedModel.b(A1) = model1.b(B1(A1));
mergedModel.metNames = cell(length(mergedModel.mets),1);
mergedModel.metNames(A2) = model2.metNames(B2(A2));
mergedModel.metNames(A1) = model1.metNames(B1(A1));
mergedModel.metComps = zeros(length(mergedModel.mets),1);
mergedModel.metComps(A2) = model2.metComps(B2(A2));
mergedModel.metComps(A1) = model1.metComps(B1(A1));
mergedModel.metFormulas = cell(length(mergedModel.mets),1);
mergedModel.metFormulas(A2) = model2.metFormulas(B2(A2));
mergedModel.metFormulas(A1) = model1.metFormulas(B1(A1));
mergedModel.metMiriams = cell(length(mergedModel.mets),1);
% mergedModel.metMiriams(A2) = model2.metMiriams(B2(A2));
% mergedModel.metMiriams(A1) = model1.metMiriams(B1(A1));
mergedModel.comps = model1.comps;
mergedModel.compNames = model1.compNames;
% mergedModel.compOutside = model1.compOutside;
[A1,B1] = ismember(mergedModel.genes,model1.genes);
[A2,B2] = ismember(mergedModel.genes,model2.genes);
mergedModel.geneComps = zeros(length(mergedModel.genes),1);
% mergedModel.geneComps(A2) = model2.geneComps(B2(A2));
% mergedModel.geneComps(A1) = model1.geneComps(B1(A1));
end
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Appendix C - Unique genes

Table 2: All unique genes from Resistant GEM, Gene information extracted from The Human
Protein Atlas, version 20, (Thul et al. 2017).

Gene Name Protein Gene Description

CYP51A1 Cytochrome P450 family 51
subfamily A member 1

“This gene encodes a member of the cytochrome P450
superfamily of enzymes. The cytochrome P450 proteins are
monooxygenases which catalyze many reactions involved
in drug metabolism and synthesis of cholesterol, steroids
and other lipids. This endoplasmic reticulum protein
participates in the synthesis of cholesterol by catalyzing the
removal of the 14alpha-methyl group from lanosterol.
Homologous genes are found in all three eukaryotic phyla,
fungi, plants, and animals, suggesting that this is one of the
oldest cytochrome P450 genes. Two transcript variants
encoding different isoforms have been found for this gene.”

FDFT1 Farnesyl-diphosphate
farnesyltransferase 1

“This gene encodes a membrane-associated enzyme located
at a branch point in the mevalonate pathway. The encoded
protein is the first specific enzyme in cholesterol
biosynthesis, catalyzing the dimerization of two molecules
of farnesyl diphosphate in a two-step reaction to form
squalene.”

SQLE Squalene epoxidase “Squalene epoxidase catalyzes the first oxygenation step in
sterol biosynthesis and is thought to be one of the
rate-limiting enzymes in this pathway.”

SC5D Sterol-C5-desaturase “This gene encodes an enzyme of cholesterol biosynthesis.
The encoded protein catalyzes the conversion of lathosterol
into 7-dehydrocholesterol. Mutations in this gene have
been associated with lathosterolosis. Alternatively spliced
transcript variants encoding the same protein have been
described.”

DHCR24 24-dehydrocholesterol
reductase

“This gene encodes a flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD)-dependent oxidoreductase which catalyzes the
reduction of the delta-24 double bond of sterol
intermediates during cholesterol biosynthesis. The protein
contains a leader sequence that directs it to the endoplasmic
reticulum membrane. Missense mutations in this gene have
been associated with desmosterolosis. Also, reduced
expression of the gene occurs in the temporal cortex of
Alzheimer disease patients and overexpression has been
observed in adrenal gland cancer cells.”

SLC35D1 Solute carrier family 35
member D1

“Glycosylation of cellular glycoconjugates occurs in the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi compartment, and
requires transport of nucleotide sugars from the cytosol
into the lumen of the ER and Golgi by specific transporters.
The protein encoded by this gene resides in the ER, and
transports both UDP-glucuronic acid (UDP-GlcA) and
UDP-N-acetylgalactosamine (UDP-GalNAc) from the
cytoplasm to the ER lumen. It may participate in
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glucuronidation and/or chondroitin sulfate biosynthesis.
Mutations in this gene are associated with
Schneckenbecken dysplasia.”

EBP Emopamil binding protein
(sterol isomerase)

“The protein encoded by this gene is an integral membrane
protein of the endoplasmic reticulum. It is a high affinity
binding protein for the antiischemic phenylalkylamine
Ca2+ antagonist [3H]emopamil and the photoaffinity label
[3H]azidopamil. It is similar to sigma receptors and may be
a member of a superfamily of high affinity drug-binding
proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum of different tissues.
This protein shares structural features with bacterial and
eukaryontic drug transporting proteins. It has four putative
transmembrane segments and contains two conserved
glutamate residues which may be involved in the transport
of cationic amphiphilics. Another prominent feature of this
protein is its high content of aromatic amino acid residues
(>23%) in its transmembrane segments. These aromatic
amino acid residues have been suggested to be involved in
the drug transport by the P-glycoprotein. Mutations in this
gene cause Chondrodysplasia punctata 2 (CDPX2; also
known as Conradi-Hunermann syndrome).”

NSDHL NAD(P) dependent steroid
dehydrogenase-like

“The protein encoded by this gene is localized in the
endoplasmic reticulum and is involved in cholesterol
biosynthesis. Mutations in this gene are associated with
CHILD syndrome, which is a X-linked dominant disorder
of lipid metabolism with disturbed cholesterol biosynthesis,
and typically lethal in males. Alternatively spliced
transcript variants with differing 5' UTR have been found
for this gene.”

LSS Lanosterol synthase “The protein encoded by this gene catalyzes the conversion
of (S)-2,3 oxidosqualene to lanosterol. The encoded protein
is a member of the terpene cyclase/mutase family and
catalyzes the first step in the biosynthesis of cholesterol,
steroid hormones, and vitamin D. Alternative splicing
results in multiple transcript variants encoding different
isoforms.”

Table 3: All unique genes from Sensitive GEM, Gene information extracted from The Human
Protein Atlas, version 20, (Thul et al. 2017).

Gene Name Protein Description

RBP1 Retinol binding protein 1 “This gene encodes the carrier protein involved in the
transport of retinol (vitamin A alcohol) from the liver
storage site to peripheral tissue. Vitamin A is a fat-soluble
vitamin necessary for growth, reproduction, differentiation
of epithelial tissues, and vision. Multiple transcript
variants encoding different isoforms have been found for
this gene.”

CYP27A1 Cytochrome P450 family 27 “This gene encodes a member of the cytochrome P450
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subfamily A member 1 superfamily of enzymes. The cytochrome P450 proteins
are monooxygenases which catalyze many reactions
involved in drug metabolism and synthesis of cholesterol,
steroids and other lipids. This mitochondrial protein
oxidizes cholesterol intermediates as part of the bile
synthesis pathway. Since the conversion of cholesterol to
bile acids is the major route for removing cholesterol from
the body, this protein is important for overall cholesterol
homeostasis. Mutations in this gene cause
cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis, a rare autosomal
recessive lipid storage disease.”

SLC37A4 Solute carrier family 37
member 4

“This gene regulates glucose-6-phosphate transport from
the cytoplasm to the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum,
in order to maintain glucose homeostasis. It also plays a
role in ATP-mediated calcium sequestration in the lumen
of the endoplasmic reticulum. Mutations in this gene have
been associated with various forms of glycogen storage
disease. Alternative splicing in this gene results in
multiple transcript variants.”
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